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A function f(z) = z - ~~z2 a,~“, a, ) 0, is said to be in the family F((b,}) if 
there exists a sequence (b,} of positive real numbers such that Cz=r bnan ( 1. All 
functions in F((b,}) are univalent (and starlike) if and only if b, ) n for every n. 
The extreme points, distortion properties, order of starlikeness, and radius of 
convexity for such families are determined. By specializing (b,t, the results reduce 
to those of some well-known families. Information is also obtained when the 
arguments of the coefficients are unrestricted. All results are sharp. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Denote by S the family of functions of the form 
f(z) = z + f a,z” 
?I=2 
that are analytic and univalent in A = (z: Iz( < 1 }, and by S*(a) and K(a) 
the subfamilies of functions that are, respectively, starlike of order a and 
convex of order (;I, 0 < Q < 1. It is well known that a sufficient condition for 
functions of the form (1) to be univalent in A is that 
Goodman [ 51 proved that such functions must also be in S*(O). Denote by 
T the family of functions f in S that may be expressed as 
f(z)=z- E a,z”, a, > 0, 
n=z 
* This work was completed while the author was on sabbatical leave as a Visiting Scholar 
at the University of Michigan. 
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and set T*(a) = s*(a) n T and C(a) = K(a) n T. For functions of the form 
(3), condition (2) is also necessary for univalence because f’(r) = 1 - 
CFe”=2 na,rn-’ = 0 for some r (< 1) if Cp=,, na, > 1. Hence T = T*(O), i.e., 
functions of the form (3) are univalent if and only if they are starlike. It is 
further known, see [ 141, that a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
function to be in T*(a) is that its coefficients satisfy 
f (n - a) a, < 1 - a. 
!l=Z 
(4) 
For such functions f, we have ](zf’/‘) - 1 ] < 1 - a for all z in A. 
A recurring theme in univalent functions is the following: Given a 
compact family F and a functional J, is J(f) E F for every f E F? More 
generally, what can be said about the family J(F) = (J(f): f E F}? It is well 
known that the functional 
(5) 
maps the family of starlike functions to the family of convex functions. The 
Libera transform 
J(f) = ; jh dt 
0 
preserves convexity, starlikeness, and close-to-convexity. See [ 91. Mocanu, 
Reade, and Ripeanu [ 111 have shown that the Libera transform takes 
starlike functions to functions starlike of order (3 - 4 In 2)/(4 In 2 - 2). 
The above problem often becomes quite manageable for those subclasses 
of T that may be characterized by a coefficient condition. If, for instance, J 
is a functional that neither increases the modulus nor changes the argument 
of any coefficients for functions in the family, then all functions operated on 
by J remain in the class. From (4) we would have J(T*(a)) c T*(a), and is 
perhaps contained in T*(p) for some p > a if J decreases the moduli of the 
coefficients. For a subfamily F of T and a functional J, it is of interest to 
determine the largest value /3 for which J(T*(a)) c T*(p). In [ 141 it was 
shown that C(a) c T*(2/(3 - a)), which may be formulated as J(T*(a)) c 
T*(2/(3 -a)) for J defined by (5). 
We now investigate a general family that will incorporate most of the 
subfamilies in [ 1,2,4,6-8, 12-181 and for which we can determine the order 
of starlikeness and other extremal properties. 
DEFINITION. A function f(z) = z - CFz=2 a,~“, a,, > 0, is said to be in 
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the family F({b,}) if there exists a sequence {b,} of positive real numbers 
such that Cz!z bnan Q 1. 
Note that F( { n - a)/( 1 - a)} = T*(a) and F( { n(n - a)/( 1 - a)}) = C(a). 
We say that the order of starlikeness of the family F({ b,}) is a if F(( b,}) c 
T*(a) and F({b,}) uk T*(p) for any j? > a. 
2. EXTREMAL PROPERTIES OF F({b,}) 
THEOREM 1. F({b,}) is a convex family and is contained in T if and 
only if b, > n for every n. 
Proof: If f(z) = z - c.“z a,z” and g(z) = z -C,“& c,z” are in F({b,}) 
and o,<n< 1, then EL2 (Aa, + (1 -A) c,) b, = A CZ2 a,& + 
(l-A)CF’,c,b,<L+(l-A)=1 sothatAf+(l-A)gEF((b,}).Hence, 
F({b,}) is a convex family. 
If b, > n for every n, then (2) is satisfied so that F({b,]) c T. Conversely, 
if b, < n for some n, then J,(z) = I - z”/b, has a derivative that vanishes at 
z = (b,/n)“(“-‘I < 1 and f,(z) E F({b,}) is not univalent in A. 
We will henceforth, unless otherwise stated, assume 6, > n so that 
F(lb,J) c T. 
THEOREM 2. Set fi(z) = z and f,(z) = z - z”/b, (n = 2,3,...). Then f E 
F({b,}) if and only if it can be expressed in the form f(z) = 2:’ 1 &f,(z), 
whereL,~OandC~=,L,=l. 
Proof: If f(z) = EL, Wk) = z - CL @n/b,) z”, then 
CF=,, b&/b,) = Cr!z 1, = 1 - 1, < 1. Thus, fE F((b,}). Conversely if 
f(z) = z - EL2 a$’ E F({b,}), set 1, = b,,a,, (n = 2, 3,...) and A, = 1 - 
CZ2 A,. Thenf(z) = CE1 U,(z). 
COROLLARY 1. The extreme points of F({b,}) are the functions f,(z) 
(n = 1, 2,...). 
COROLLARY 2. Iff E F({b,}), {b,} increasing, then r - r2/b2 = f2(r) < 
If (z)l < f2(-r) = r + r’lb, (12 I = r). 
Proof: The extremal function must be one of the extreme points. But 
f2(r) G If,Wl G fz(-r) (I.4 = r < 1). 
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3. ORDER OF STARLIKENESS 
The function f2(z) = z - z*/b, is in T*((b, - 2)/(bZ - 1)). For many 
subfamilies of T, this bound cannot be improved. The next theorem gives a 
condition on {b,} for which f*(z) is extremal. 
THEOREM 3. If b, > (b, - l)(n - 1) + 1 for every n, then the order of 
starlikeness of F({b,}) is (b, - 2)/(bZ - l), with equality for f?(z) = 
z -z2/b2. 
Prooj For f(z) = z - x2=,, a,z” in F( {b,}), it suffices to show that the 
values of zf ‘/f lie in a disk centered at 1 whose radius is 1 - 
((b2 - 2)/(b, - 1)) = l/(b, - 1). We have 
This last expression is bounded above by 1/(b2 - 1) if and only if 
CzE2 [(b2 - l)(n - 1) + l] a, < 1. Since b, > (b, - l)(n - 1) + 1 and 
CF!Z b,a, < 1, the result follows. 
Because b, = n(n - a)/(1 - a) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3, the 
containment C(a) = F({ (n(n - a)/( 1 - a)}) c T*(2/(3 - a)), proved in [ 141, 
is also a consequence of the theorem. More generally, we have 
COROLLARY 1. Iff(z) = z - Crc2 a,z” E T*(a) and y > -1, then 
1+y z 
g(z) = + tY-’ f (t) dt 
0 
m 1+y 
=z- c -a,,z”E T* ( 3zya). 
n=2 n+Y 
ProoJ: Setting b, = (n - a)(n + y)/(l - a)(1 + y), we see that g E 
F({b,}). Since ((b2 - 2)/(b, - 1)) = (2 + ay)/(3 + y - a), it suffices to show 
that b, > (b, - l)(n - 1) + 1, which is equivalent to nz - 3n + 2 > 0. 
Remark. When y = 0 we obtain the transform defined in (5) and when 
y = 1 we have that of (6). See [2,4, 6-8, 14-16, 181 for additional subclasses 
for which Theorem 3 is applicable. 
If b,=n’+‘, 620, thenF({b,}) re p resents a passage from starlike (6 = 0) 
to convex (6 = 1). We now prove 
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COROLLARY 2. F({n”‘}) c T*((2l+’ - 2)/(2’+’ - l))fir 62 0. 
Proof. It suffices to show for n > 2 that n’+* > (2l+’ - l)(n - 1) + 1, 
which is true if g(x)=x’+“-(2’+s-l)x+(2’+“-2)>0 for ~22. But 
g’(x) = (1 + 6)x* - (2r+s - l)> (1 + 6) 2” - (2’+& - 1) = h(6). Since 
h’(6)=2S[(1+6)ln2+1-ln4]>2S[1-ln2]>0, h is an increasing 
function of 6 (20) and consequently g’(x) > h(O) = 0 for x 2 2. Thus, g(x) > 
g(2) = 0 for x > 2. 
COROLLARY 3. ZfS> 1, then F({n’+* }) c C((2S - 2)/(2S - 1)). 
Proof: Since z - Cr=,, a,z” E T*(a) if and only if z - C,“=2 (a,@) z” E 
C(a), it follows that the containment of I;((n”“}) in C((2’ - 2)/(2’ - 1)) is 
equivalent to that of F({n’}) in T*((2” - 2)/(2’ - 1)). But ns > 
(2’ - l)(n - 1) + 1 for 6 > 1 was proved in Corollary 2, so that F({n’}) c 
T*((b, - 2)/(& - 1)) = T*((26 - 2)/(2b - 1)). 
A normalized function $, analytic in A with f(z)f’(z)/z # 0 there, is said 
to be a-convex if 
Re/(l-a)$-+a(l+$)l >O, zEA. 
This family, which provides a passage from starlike (a = 0) to convex 
(a = l), is starlike for all real values of a [lo]. Eenigenburg and Nelson [3] 
have constructed an example to show that a-convex functions need not be 
starlike of a positive order for any a, 0 < a < 1. In contrast, we look at 
another family that provides a passage from starlike (a = 0) to convex 
(a = 1). 
THEOREM 4. Set b, = (1 - a)n + (112’. Then F({b,}) c T*(2a/(l + 2a)) 
for a>O, F({lb,l})cT*((2(a(-4)/(2Jal-3)) for a<-2, and 
F({(b,(}) d Tfor -2 < a < 0. 
Proof: Since (b, - 2)/(b, - 1) = 2a/(l + 2a), Theorem 3 may be applied 
for aa0 if b, > (b, - l)(n - 1) + 1, which is equivalent to 
a(n’ - 3n + 2) > 0. For a<-2, lbnl = Ial fl* - (1 + lal)n > 
(]b21-l)(n-l)+l is equivalent to g(n)=]aln*-(3]aJ--2)n+ 
(2 la] - 4) > 0. Since g is an increasing function of n, with g(2) = 0, we have 
F({b,}) c T*(((b,I - 2)/(]b 1 - 1)) = T*((2 ]a1 - 4)/(2 Ia] - 3)). 
-2<a<O, then Jb,(=2f]a[--1(<2, 
Finally, if 
so we see from Theorem 1 that 
J’tP,J) k T. 
COROLLARY. If a > 1, then F({b,}) c C((a - 1)/a). 
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Proof. We have F({6,}) c C((a - 1)/a) if and only if F({b,/n}) = 
F((l - a) + an) c T”((a - 1)/a). But {b&z} satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem 3, so the result follows. 
4. OTHER EXTREMAL FUNCTIONS 
The extremal functions for the order of starlikeness of families investigated 
thus far have all been quadratic. The next theorem gives a coefficient 
condition for which other extreme points represent the extremal function. 
THEOREM 5. If b, > [(n - 1) b, - (n - k)]/(k - 1) for a fixed integer k 
and for every n, then the order of starlikeness of F( {b,}) is (b, - k)/(b, - 1). 
with equality for fk(Z) = z - Zk/bk. 
Proof. By Theorem 2, we may write f(z) = z - CFE2 A, f”(z), where 
CrEP=2n,< 1. We must show, for a= (b, - k)/(b, - l), that 
CE2 (n - a) &,/(l - a> b,, < 1. But (n - a)/( 1 - a) = [(n - 1) b, - 
(n - k)]/(k - 1) < b, by hypothesis, so that Cpz”=2 (n - a) A,/( 1 - a) b, < 
,JJFE2 An < 1, and the proof is complete. 
For the family F({n - a)/(1 - a)}), none of the extreme points f,(z), 
n = 2, 3,..., has order of starlikeness greater than a. It is of interest to 
determine when there is a unique extremal function for the order of 
starlikeness of a family of univalent functions. 
COROLLARY. Ifb,> [(n- l)b,-(n-k)]/(k-1)for every nfk, then 
F({b,}) c T*((b, - k)/(b, - l)), with equality only for fk(z) = z - zk/bk. 
Proof: It suffices to show, for a = (b, - k)/(b, - I), that Czz2 
(n - a) A,/( 1 - a) b, < 1 if 1, # 1. A ssume Am > 0 for some m # k. Since 
b, > (m - a)/(1 - a) by hypothesis, we have 
Thus, z - XL (4,/b,) z” is starlike of order greater than a unless Nlk = 1. 
EXAMPLE. Set b, = 2n, n + 3, and b, = 5. Then b, > 
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[(n- l)b,-(n- 3)]/2 for n # 3, so that the order of starlikeness of F({b,}) 
is l/2, with unique extremal function fJ2) = 2 - z3/5. 
There remains one case to consider. What if the inequality b, > 
[(n- l)bk-(n-k)J/(k- 1) f or every n does not hold for any integer k? 
This is equivalent to there being no smallest member of the sequence 
{(b, - n)/(b, - l)}. We answer in 
THEOREM 6. Assume there does not exist an integer k for which 
(4 - k)/(h - 1) Q (b. - Mb, - 1) (n = 2, 3,...), and set a = 
lim inf ,,(b, - n)/(b, - 1). Then the order of starlikeness of F({b,}) is 
equal to a, yet for every f E F((b,}) there exists an E,, = e,,(f) > 0 such that 
f E T*(a + EJ. 
Proof By hypothesis, a < (b, - n)/(b, - 1) for every n or, equivalently, 
b, > (n - a)/(1 - a). Th us, F({b,}) c T*(a). For f,(z) = z - z”/b, we have 
zf,‘(z)/fm(z) = (4 - n)/(b, - 1) at z = 1 so that the order of starlikeness for 
F({b,}) cannot be improved. On the other hand, we will prove that any 
function f (z) = En”= i L, f,(z) in F( {b,}) is starlike of order greater than a by 
showing that Cz=z (n - a) A,,/( 1 - a) 6, < 1. If 1, # 0 for some k, then 
and the proof is complete. 
EXAMPLE. F({n + 1 }) c T*(O), but each function in F( {n + 1 }) is 
starlike of a positive order. Moreover, Re f’ > 0 for all f E F({n + 1 }) and 
f,‘(l) = l/(n + I), so that there can be no positive E for which Re f’ > E for 
all f in F((b,}) and all z in d. Yet for each f, there exists an E,, = sOdf) > 0 
such that Re f’ > e0 for z in d. As a consequence of the Krein-Milman 
Theorem, the real part of a continuous linear functional defined on a 
compact and convex subset of a locally convex linear topological space must 
assume its maximum or minimum at one of the extreme points. While this is 
certainly the case for F( { n + 1)) on compact subsets of d, our example 
illustrates that the result may not be extended to d 
COROLLARY 1. If A > 1 and A + B > 1, then the order of starlikeness of 
F({An + B}) is (A - 1)/A. 
Proof The sequence (b, - n)/(b, - 1) = [(A - 1)n + B]/[An + (B - l)] 
is a decreasing sequence whose limit is (A - 1)/A. 
Remark. Corollary 1 cannot be generalized to higher powers of n. The 
sequence b, = n2 + 1 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3 so that the order 
of starlikeness of F({n + 1)) is 3/4, with extremal function z - z2/5. 
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COROLLARY 2. If Crc2 (n - a)~,,/( 1 - a) = 1 - E, 0 < E < 1,. &f(z) = 
z - C$2 a,~“, a, > 0, thenfE T*(a + ~(1 -a)), 
Proof. We have f in F({An + B}) for A = l/(1 - ar)(l - E) and B = 
-a/( 1 - a)( 1 - E). The result now follows from Corollary 1. 
We may combine the results of Theorems 5 and 6 to obtain 
THEOREM 7. Set c, = (b, - n)/(b, - 1). Then the order of starlikeness 
of F({b,}) is equal to inf,{c,). Zf ck = inf,{c,) for some integer k, then f,(z) = 
z - zk/bk is an extremal function for the order of starlikeness of F({b,}). 
The final property we determine for the family F( (b,}) is the radius of 
convexity. 
THEOREM 8. Zf f E F( { b,}), then f is convex in the disk 
/z( < r. = i;f ($) “(‘-‘) (n = 2, 3,...). 
The result is sharp, with extremal function of the form f,(z) = z - z”lb, for 
some n. 
ProoJ For f(z) = z - Czz2 (A,/b,,) z”, it suffices to show that 
jzf”/f’l< 1 for lzl<rro. We have 
JCL2 (n(n - 1) 4&,) z”-’ I < CE2 (n(n - 1) &lb,) lzI”-’ 
1 - CFz2 (n 1,/b,) zn-’ ’ 1 - CF=2 (n 1,/b,) Izj”-’ ’ 
which is bounded above by 1 if 
f (n’I,/b,) Izln-’ < 1. 
n=2 
(7) 
Since CFzp=, A, f 1, inequality (7) is true for IzI Q rO. 
COROLLARY. Zf f E F({n’+s )), 0<6< 1, then f is convex for Jz( < 
2-(‘-‘), with equality for f,(z) = z - z2/2’+‘. 
Proof The sequence {n -[Cl -‘M”-~)I ) is increasing for n > 2. 
5. VARYING ARGUMENTS 
One could have replaced F({b,}) with a more general family. A function 
f(z)=ztC,m,2 a,,~” is said to be in the family G((b,}) tf there exists a 
sequence (b,} of positive real numbers such that Cz=2 b, ]a,,[ < 1. The 
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family G({b,}), which includes F({b,}), is a rotationally invariant family. 
The results for the orders of starlikeness remain the same. The major 
difference would be Theorem 2 and its first corollary, which may be replaced 
with 
THEOREM 9. The extreme points of G({b,}) are z + (x/b,)z” (Ix/= 1; 
n = 2, 3,...). 
ProoJ Suppose f(z) = z + C,“=2 1 a,1 e@nz” is in G((b, j). Set f,(z) = z 
and f,(z) = z + (e’en/b,) z” (n = 2, 3 ,.,. ), Writing A., = b, IanI (n = 2, 3 ,...) 
and A, = 1 - C,“=2 A,, , we have f(z) = C,“=, &J,,(z). Hence, the extreme 
points of G({b,}) must be contained in the set {z, z + (x/b,)z” ([xl = I)}. 
The function z = [(z + z2/b,) + (z - zz/b2)]/2 is not an extreme point. On 
the other hand, the real part of the nth coefficient for the continuous linear 
functional Ldf) = %f defined on G is uniquely maximized by z t (x/b,) z” 
(n = 2,3 ,... ), and the theorem is proved. 
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